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Arizona State University has recognized hundreds of students, advisors, and organizations who have demonstrated personal and organizational leadership, collaboration and commitment to better the Arizona State University community. The university celebrates the individuals who strive to make a difference on ASU’s campuses through the annual Pitchfork Awards. Thank you all for your hard work and congratulations on your successes. Go Devils!
Katelyn Schroll is a junior here at ASU majoring in Human Systems Engineering at the Polytechnic campus and is an active member of our SudDevil community. She holds various student engagement roles within the Ira. A Fulton Schools of Engineering which have allowed her to give tours, talks, and presentations to many of the incoming freshman, their parents, industry partners, and faculty members. Katelyn is also a proud member of Sigma Kappa and currently holds the role of Vice President of Communications. This Wisconsin girl is not new to the stage. She has had experience being the Master of Ceremony for many of her community's Girl Scout Award Ceremonies as well as had the honor of giving her high school graduation address to the students. Katelyn would like to thank her friends and family for their continuous support and looks forward helping her fellow students celebrate their accomplishments tonight at the 2017 Pitchfork Awards!

Monica Sampson is a Phoenix-based journalist, entertainer, and storyteller, pursuing a double major from the Walter Cronkite School of Journalism and The Herberger Institute for Design and the Arts in broadcast journalism and theater with a Pre-Law minor. She understands the power media has to educate, inspire, and inform. Combining her passion for storytelling with her media savvy, Monica Sampson has been recognized as an emerging leader in the Valley. She has appeared extensively on television and radio discussing feminism, politics, and empowerment in addition to serving as a board member for "I Am That Girl," a national organization dedicated to changing stereotypes often associated with women. Recently, Sampson was the Mistress of Ceremony for the Tempe City of Lights Parade and Boat Festival as well as the Host for the 2016 International Science and Engineering presented by Intel. She is the Assistant News Director for KASC Blaze Radio and the co-host of the award-winning radio show, "Mo-Jo In The Morning." As a third Generation SunDevil, Sampson is thrilled to host the Pitchfork awards.
Best Cultural Program
Best Educational Program
Best Entertainment Program (Over 500 Attendees)
Best Entertainment Program (Under 500 Attendees)
Best Program Celebrating Campus Diversity
Best Recurring Program
Changemaker Entrepreneur of the Year
Changemaker Award for Group Service
Changemaker Award for Social Change
Emerging Student Leader
Intramural Female Athlete of the Year
Intramural Male Athlete of the Year
Intramural Team of the Year
Most Promising New Student Organization
Outstanding Advisor
Outstanding Graduate Student Leader
Outstanding Graduate Student Organization
Outstanding Sustainable Project / Program
Outstanding Undergraduate Student Leader
Outstanding Undergraduate Student Organization
Outstanding Well Devil Project
Residential College of the Year
Sun Devil Sport Club of the Year
Sun Devil Spirit Award - Group
Sun Devil Sprirt Award - Individual
Greek Man of the Year
Greek Woman of the Year
Outstanding Interfaith Program
Outstanding Live Performance
Best Cultural Program Finalists

Backpacking Latin America & Spain: Cultural Explosion
What better way can one experience & appreciate the elements that comprise culture-food, music, language, literature, dance, knowledge, than to create a unique, genuine & authentic experience that enables you to indulge it all at once? Simply, Backpacking Latin America & Spain Cultural Exposition.

Diablos Unidos
The Diablos Unidos kickoff for Hispanic Heritage Month event was an event that emphasized the importance and appreciation of culture at ASU in such a dynamic way that made the Hispanic/Latin students feel a strong sense of connection with ASU.

Indigenous People’s Day
Indigenous People’s Day is a success not only for the American Indian students and staff at ASU, but a success for the Indigenous peoples across Arizona and the U.S. It allows us to be the face and voices of our ancestors before us, and to advocate for the generations that will come after us.

International Night
International Night is an ever growing platform for international students to highlight their incredible culture. Students shared their experience and showcased their culture through interactive activities, cultural performance and delicacies, leading to greater acceptance and appreciation of cultures.

Jazz in the Park
Jazz in the Park inspired attendees to be open minded, culturally aware, and thirst for knowledge. This impact is one that ASU thrives to achieve with students on a daily basis and Jazz in the Park is one way we attributed to the overall vision and mission of the institution.

World Food Fest - ASU Polytechnic
World Food Fest – Poly should win Best Cultural Program because it demonstrated what inclusion at ASU is all about. Ensuring that our international student population, in combination with our residential students are exposed to diverse experiences.
BEST EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

FINALISTS

BOOOze: Alcohol Education and Safety Awareness
BOOOze helped weave a vital ASU Community resource (ASUPD) into the residential experience and provoked students to critically think about their actions as part of their role in maintaining a safe and secure environment, which is paramount to student success and persistence.

Academic Boot Camp
The TRIO Academic Boot Camp deserves recognition because the program stays consistently relevant by taking into consideration the ever changing academic needs of students. The program also exemplifies The Sun Devil Way by promoting academic achievement and engages both students and staff at ASU.

Let's Talk About______, Baby
“Let's Talk About ____ , Baby” normalized the discussion and education of the pertinent topic of sexual health and wellness. This event provided students with a safe and understanding space to educated and understand important information on sexual health, putting ASU students in a better position to lead safe and healthy lifestyles.

Mental Health Awareness Week
This program educated students about resources available to them, but more importantly it educated students on different social stigmas in order to break down these stigmas. Mental Health Awareness Week was a huge success at the West campus in bringing these issues forward.

The Hunting Ground
The Hunting Ground should be awarded the Best Educational Program award because it exposed students to a prominent problem and to some of our campus’ great resources that are available. In our ever changing world, empowering students is key to improving our campus climate and society as a whole.

World AIDS Day 2016
World AIDS Day strove to initiate resident introduction to a myriad of societal issues by personally engaging them in a visual and deliberative active program. Cody and Suzette’s hearts poured out into this event and painted an incredible portrait of an inclusive, informed, and involved future.
Fall Fest
Fall Fest has received positive feedback two years in a row from students and faculty who’ve attended our celebration, stating we get better year after year. Fall Fest is quickly becoming a staple of ASU Downtown, bringing together students, staff and the surrounding community through music, food and fun.

Halloweentown, The Honors College
Halloweentown was a significant program that not only broke the Barrett attendance record, but also encouraged the bonding of Barrett students in a fun festival-type setting. This event increased Barrett students’ affinity with Arizona State University and set the stage for future events Barrett will host for its students.

Homecoming Dance: An Awfully Big Adventure
An Awfully Big Adventure exposed ASU Downtown as a campus worth visiting, throwing students right into the heart of downtown Phoenix for a night of laughs, dancing and fun. A small team worked tirelessly to create an unforgettable experience for students across the university.

International Night
International Night is a comprehensive event that brings together and highlight members of the ASU community from all cultural backgrounds. It strives to highlight the amazing culture of the international students and it aims to expose native students to the experience of going abroad.

Memorial Union Takeover
For over 3,000 freshmen, MU Takeover was one of the first memorable experiences they have at Arizona State University. This is the event where freshmen could feel comfortable meeting each other and becoming friends. It helped ease the transition into their collegiate careers and calling ASU their new home.

Sun Devil Survivor
Sun Devil Survivor is a creative and engaging event for students that helps them have fun and make friends fast as they enter into their college career. It promotes a culture of Respect and leaves students feeling like they have a family. The mud doesn't hurt anything either.
Boo Bash
Boo Bash may not be well known throughout all five ASU locations but, at Polytechnic, it is one of our treasures. My hope, by winning this award, is that this program will shed light on the wonderful things are students are engaging in at the polytechnic location.

Devils Royale
The ASU Polytechnic signature Homecoming event featuring a casino theme with fun, games, and entertainment for all ASU Students.

An Evening in Mexico
Evening in Mexico program was a strong collaboration between organizations and utilized their reach to bring students together to educate them about a new culture while building community overall on campus.

Gaming Olympics
The Gaming Olympics, hosted by the Society of West ASU Gamers, should win this award for this event was able to incorporate a variety of gaming styles into a friendly competition that not only included many ASU students but also extended into the community.

Hollywood Invades Tempe
The team of Hollywood Invades Tempe mostly go unrecognized by the larger ASU community. Throughout its history, is has brought some of the most powerful names in filmmaking and innovation to ASU. This award would honor the dedication and hard work of the team for our outstanding work.

Sun Devils Wear Prada
Sun Devils Wear Prada is a prominent event at Arizona State University that works hard to promote self-worth and declare the value of ASU women. Their event has touched many lives and continues to gain momentum each year.
Annual Interfaith Dinner
The Annual Interfaith Dinner was an educational experience and a program that people enjoy attending every year. Everyone found commonality in a value that we all hold close to our hearts: Gratitude. It's difficult to attend an event at ASU and expect to make genuine connections so easily, but this evening did it.

Backpacking Through Latin America
ASU has never had a cultural expo that shows the Latin American culture. Backpacking through Latin America allowed people from different backgrounds to come together and learn about these cultures. It truly resembled ASU being a school based on who we include not who we exclude.

International Night
International Night is the biggest cultural event that has been held at ASU that brought together all students to celebrate the diversity of the ASU populace. It showcased the rich diversity and heritage present at ASU and promoted culture exchange to prove that we are one under Sun Devil Nation.

One Word-Indian-Two Communities
One Word-Indian-Two Communities incorporated a multitude of both American Indian and Indian cultural aspects while providing a space for students to share their own culture and heritage with their peers and other ASU community members.

Salsa Night
As part of the Hispanic Heritage Month, SHPE de ASU took the lead to collaborate with other diversity organizations to promote cultural awareness, develop an environment of inclusion and serve our community through a food bank for their program, Salsa Night.

World Food Fest - ASU Polytechnic
World Food Fest – Poly should win Best Program Celebrating Campus Diversity because it demonstrated what inclusion at ASU is all about. Ensuring that our international student population, in combination with our residential students are exposed to diverse experiences.
BEST RECURRING PROGRAM

FINALISTS

#WCW Womyn’sConvoWednesdays
It’s educational, entertaining, intersectional, diverse, and grounded in current events and student concerns. The #WCW series not only engages students but helps to make ASU a more inclusive campus for all members of Sun Devil Nation.

Dance Marathon
Dance Marathon should win this award because it truly brings the campus together for an amazing cause. Students from all parts of campus come together to be socially embedded within the university and students work extremely hard to foster an environment of teamwork and support.

International Night
International Night is an annual celebration of the multi-cultural family that calls ASU home. Each year, it hosts attendees who are interested in cultural diversity & global knowledge. This event has been consistently gaining popularity. With 3000 attendees, it has doubled its attendance of last year.

National Residence Hall Honorary: Leadership Lock-In
NRHH Leadership Lock-In should win as Best Recurring Program because individuals learn how to become a better leader within and outside the ASU campus. In addition, residents are also taking part of service activities that help others out in the community.

One Word-Indian-Two Communities
One Word - Indian - Two Communities should win Best Recurring Program because it provides a space for students to celebrate their own culture and cultures other than their own, and is set up so that students learn and experience something new every time they come and participate.

Polypocalypse
The Polypocalypse Zombie Run should be awarded the Best Recurring Program award. This program has shown how wonderful the Polytechnic student leaders are and how capable they are of taking an idea and transforming it into a truly great campus event.
EpiFinder, Inc.
As an all ASU team, EpiFinder has not only envisioned a way to change medicine but has the leadership, talent, product, and the partnerships to execute that vision. Also, you can learn more on https://asunow.asu.edu/20170117-entrepreneurship-asu-developed-app-seeks-improve-medical-diagnosis-process.

Micky Small
Micky Small demonstrated to me she had the curiosity to create and the tenacity to pursue this dream even though Business was not her forte. Mickey was willing to get out of her Art comfort zone to learn the discipline and thought required to launch a venture from basic ideation to successful execution.

Mohammad Rahimi
Mohammad Rahimi has paved his own way from unskilled worker to C.E.O. in less than 13 years, despite all economic limitations, family problems, academic injustice, and limited financial resources. Also because the company has the potential to grow enough to eradicate unemployment from a whole town.

Patrick McFarland
Patrick captures the essence of President Crow’s New University design through innovation and entrepreneurship.
Arizona Mentor Society
The commitment, enthusiasm, and compassion displayed by Arizona Mentor Society volunteers is unparalleled. They have given students at Thew a reason to look forward to coming to school and a passion for learning. The impact they have made on these children’s lives is inspiring and a joy to observe.

Coalition of International Students
The Coalition of International Students deserve the Changemaker Award because safety is vital for every student's success, and they have done a great service to this community by ensuring that international students are aware of ways to stay safe during their time at ASU.

Fraternity & Sorority Life
The Fraternity & Sorority community prides itself on living up to its four key values: Learn & Grow, Build Relationships, Give Back, and Do the Right Thing. All four values were exemplified in this event, Shop with a Cop, and thus showcased the best side of Greek life on our campus and in our community.

Global Resolve
Global Resolve prides itself on Changemaking at the global level. They are consistently demonstrating service to others and also giving a great deal back to their community. They exemplify high impact groups and allow themselves to be fully immersed in large scale service.

Leadership Society of Arizona
The Leadership Society of Arizona (LSA) should receive the Changemaker Award for Group Service due to its profound impact in student lives, helping them to overcome significant personal challenges that effect not only their schoolwork, but their futures.

Marshall-Brennan Constitutional Literacy Project
MBCLP provides an in-depth look at the US Constitution and enables students to hone appellate and oral advocacy skills. Thanks to MBCLP, students are able to identify issues in a given fact pattern, analyze related case law, discuss arguments for both sides, and argue assigned positions vigorously.
Coalition of International Students
The Coalition of International Students deserves this award because they have played a central and crucial role in helping international students, both on and off-campus, to become aware of ways to stay safe during their time at ASU.

Friends for Fosters
Friends for Fosters should receive the Changemaker Award for Social Change because they have created a way for ASU students to help a part of the community that has not been addressed in the past. They have provided an opportunity for students to change the lives of individuals who need someone.

Sun Devils Wear Prada
Sun Devils Wear Prada is a far-reaching event that inspires ASU women to understand they are beautiful, and help them dress for their unique personal style. Every woman deserves to feel comfortable with her body and her wardrobe, and she will be courageous and confident knowing she is amazing!

Leadership Society of Arizona
The Leadership Society of Arizona is setting its sights high on impacting students around the Phoenix area. They are exemplifying the Changemaker ways and values by taking a social issue and finding a solution to it and implementing it.

Pitchfork Pantry
Pitchfork Pantry addresses food insecurity, which is an economic or social condition of limited or uncertain access to adequate food. By providing food at no cost to students and educating the surrounding area about hunger, it serves the entire ASU and Tempe community in one way or another.

Undergraduate Student Government - Tempe
USG- Tempe should receive this award because this was the first time civic engagement has been promoted on this scale. An on campus polling location was accessible for the first time in over 15 years, a feat the County Recorder said would never happen.
EMERGING STUDENT LEADER FINALISTS

Ben Lyons
Ben Lyons deserves to receive the Emerging Leader Award because as a sophomore he has already impacted the ASU community in ways that many have only dreamed. Ben represents the best of ASU, and this award will serve to encourage him to continue to make a difference where it’s needed most.

Catherine Fox
An important part of being a student leader is being a leader not only for yourself, but for others. Everything Catherine Fox does is for the benefit and the joy of her fellow Barrett students. Catherine is not simply an emerging student leader, she is the embodiment of leadership.

Mackenzie Saunders
Mackenzie Saunders is a unique example of a young leader who makes substantial change within a large community. Through Mackenzie’s unending passion for service, she has surpassed her physical limitations to become an inspiring young leader who ceaselessly works to improve the ASU community now, and in the future.

Michelle Di Muria
Michelle DiMuria has not been a Sun Devil for long but her drive, passion and empathy rival that of anyone. Her energy, dedication and leadership are contagious. Michelle cares and is dedicated to helping other succeed. She has accomplished a lot but still welcomes feedback and isn’t satisfied.

Reena Patrose
Reena Patrose excels at any task, obstacle, or activity because of her attitude, passion, and determination to succeed. Seeking no recognition, she pursues things because of her zest for learning and leaving a lasting impact. Reena’s an inspiration and is as beautiful on the inside as she is on the outside!

Wezley Sherman
Wezley Sherman is excelling inside and outside the classroom. He has stepped up and showed out in numerous ways around campus and around the country representing and showing his Sun Devil Pride. The more lives Wezley is able to touch will ensure a more civil and prosperous ASU community.
INTRAMURAL FEMALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR

FINALISTS

Rebecca Bender
Yesenia Rodriguez

INTRAMURAL MALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR

FINALISTS

Colton Blomberg
Jon Holt
Jon Santos
Kenny Brown
Timothy Roeder
Zach Albregts

INTRAMURAL TEAM OF THE YEAR

FINALISTS

Beater Help
Jason Corn
Kappa Alpha Theta
Shoot Boys
The Polytechnic Soccer Team
Latino Architecture Student Organization (LASO)
The mission and purpose of LASO goes hand by hand with the kind of professionals that ASU wants as future graduates. We want our members to achieve professional growth, we want to give back to the community, and we want to leave a legacy for upcoming members.

Pan Asian Dance Performance Coalition
PADPC came to serve the mission of exploring Asian identity through a flexible array of modalities. No similar group existed; they created a new way to inspire students and encourage all to delve deeper into their ideas of self and body. PADPC’s inclusive attitude exemplifies harmony and diversity.

Pitchfork Pantry
Pitchfork Pantry should be nominated for Most Promising Student Organization due to its campus wide initiatives to help Arizona State University’s student body by providing food to students and also educating the student body at no cost. Its continued initiatives will directly impact ASU’s campus for the better.

Residential Review Board
Residential Review Board has the potential to impact the entire residential community by educating residents/students outside of the classroom. They have exceeded the expectations of the building and have deterred residents in engaging in policy violations.

Science is Fun
Science is Fun has been the most active and successful student organization at the Tempe campus this academic year. SIF consistently provides engaging opportunities for students to both join the organization and carry out its mission of promoting learning to future Sun Devils.

Sports Business Scholars
Sports Business Scholars has given 20 exceptional students an opportunity to grow professionally in a personable, intimate setting, despite being one of 800+ students in the Sports and Media Studies degree program. This organization offers leadership, confidence, and promise for a career in sports.
Camille Dhennin - Residence Hall Association
Camille Dhennin works tirelessly to further the charter of ASU and allow students to have a voice. Hers is a thankless role, as she fosters leadership and commitment in young student leaders. The students have the power at West, due greatly to Camille and her devotion to ASU and ASU students. Camille is the advisor for RHA at West Campus.

David Anaya - Programming & Activities Board (Downtown)
David Anaya in the short time that he has come to be the Advisor of PAB downtown has been nothing but a big help. Many of the events this academic year could not have been possible without David, and his ability to negotiate and discover our venue locations. David is the advisor for PAB.

Ronald Briggs - Undergraduate Student Government (Downtown)
Dr. Ron Briggs exemplifies what it is to be a Sun Devil. He demonstrates community and inclusion above all else. Fighting for the rights of our students and leading us every step of the way. Ron has never stuttered in his resolve to help us and we are forever grateful for the time he has spent in our lives. Dr. Ron Briggs is the advisor for USG - Downtown.

James Randall - El Concilio
James Randall embodies what it means to be a Sun Devil. His constant devotion to our organization has helped us grow. He ensures as student leaders we advocate, celebrate and educate others on the culture we are so proud of. More importantly he cares about our well-being and our success at ASU. James is the advisor for El Concilio.

Monica Gaughan - Dis/Ability Matters Now
Dr. Gaughan needs to be recognized for actively supporting student interests in creating a more inclusive environment. Her commitment toward advocacy and leadership teach all of us important lessons regarding self-empowerment. Monica is the advisor for Dis/Ability Matters Now.

Stephanie Bobar - Undergraduate Anthropology Association
Overall, Stefanie Bobar is an inspirational, caring, and highly involved member of our organization. As an adviser she has gone out of her way several times for students. She is constantly envisioning new ways to aid in student success while promoting experiences here on campus. Stefanie is the advisor for Undergraduate Anthropology Association.
OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT LEADER
FINALISTS

Aravind Sreenivasa
Aravind's work as CIS President has benefited both graduate and undergrad students alike. He's constantly bridging the gap between students and the resources. By advocating student rights, organizing events and nurturing future leaders, he has proved that he is an Outstanding Graduate Student Leader.

Courtney B. Francis
In just a few short months, Courtney has proven her ability to make both administrative duties as well as student interaction focused on the student. She works tirelessly and with a positive attitude to ensure McClintock Hall is a positive community for all.

Edgar Salinas
Coming from a disadvantaged upbringing, Edgar Salinas supported himself through school by working multiple jobs. Edgar inspires those around him to function better with his passion. His leadership helped our team to be recognized as an “Edson High-Performance Team” and win the 2016 Flinn Foundation Award.

SeyedAlireza Golestaneh
I perform multiple roles to ensure that students have a magnificent experience during their education here at ASU. I enjoy all my roles and dedicate my time to make a good impact on students lives and promote the quality of their experience during their education at ASU.
American Indian Graduate Student Association (AIGSA)
AIGSA participates in events which further the ASU community's exposure to and understanding of the Native American student population, as well as provides leadership, networking, and mentoring opportunities in a way which sets up Native American undergrads and graduate students for success.

Graduate Nurse Organization
Leadership is an important component of our educational experience. We demonstrate our commitment to enrich all students throughout the program in addition to our surrounding community. We are excited by the prospect of continually advancing the nursing profession as involved and engaged leaders.
**COP22 at ASU - Honor Society for Sustainability**
COP22 is a spectacular showcase of the initiative, creativity, and innovation of ASU's student body in pursuit of addressing one of the world's most pressing modern issues: climate change. It's a phenomenal example of the change-making, driven students we have who are going to improve the world.

**Citizens’ Climate Lobby**
Climate change is our future’s biggest threat. But millennials’, holding the biggest concern, feel disengaged. Therefore, CCL@ASU empowers ASU’s young global citizens with trainings and channels for outreaching to the campus, community, media and government to come together to fight climate change.

**Come to the Green Side**
The “Come to the Green Side” initiative should be named Outstanding Sustainable Program because it promotes sustainability and promotes social awareness to why going green on campus is vital. This program was a great success by attendant turn out, but also in creating guides to smart recycling.

**Mountain Biking Project with ASU EWB**
The Mountain Biking project should be named Outstanding Sustainable Project because it is working to get the local community involved, which means that the project continues long after EWB’s partnership ends. The project also has a huge potential to bring economic and health benefits to this area.

**Peace Corps Club**
The Peace Corps Club has embodied ASU's vision for global connectedness and social embededness. The dedication required to secure $2500 in funding and 1,563 books, to liaise with international implementing partners, and to work toward improved literacy in India and Nigeria should be recognized.

**Roger Thompson**
The nominee has taken his passion and involvement of the Borderlands Food Bank Project and has crafted it into a University service initiative.
Amanda Haagen
If there's anyone that embodies what it means to be a Sun Devil and a leader, it's Amanda Haagen. Her commitment to leaving the ASU community even better than she found it is evident through her servant-hearted leadership and commitment to the vision of Arizona State University.

Brian Smith Jr.
Brian Smith Jr. is committed to using his influence to develop a positive and respectful environment on the ASU campus. He's passionate about Sun Devil Country as well as seeing other students rise up and discover their potential as leaders.

Emma Hobbs
Emma Hobbs fully embodies the title of leader, acting with unlimited kindness, determination, and vision. Her seemingly endless list of accomplishments is overshadowed only by her authenticity in action, demonstrating what a truly outstanding leader looks like one act of courage and compassion at a time.

Kathleen Espericueta
Katee Espericueta leads to serve others at ASU and her communities. Her commitment to values and her responsibility as a citizen drive her. She represents ASU focusing on who she includes and how they succeed. Katee's success is seen in the success of the student leaders and residents of Taylor Place.

Nico De Bruyn
Nico De Bruyn feeds starving children, inspires future healthcare workers, and inspires others to be the leaders they don't know they can be. This is why Nico is an outstanding student leader; he doesn't lead people from point A to point B, he shows them that they have the power to lead themselves.

Stephanie Kaufmann
Beyond her accolades, Sun Devil experience and dedication, Stephanie Kaufmann embodies the spirit of the New American University. Her service, leadership and innovation inspires student led social change and her engagement in the student residential experience sets the standard for student leaders at ASU.
OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT ORGANIZATION

FINALISTS

Campus Student Sustainability Initiatives (CSSI)
CSSI leads the ASU community by creating awareness, understanding and engagement with projects in environmental, social and economic sustainability. Our creative projects and programs are all scaleable and will continue for years to come with support from NPO's that encourage positive impact.

Hispanic Business Student Association (HBSA)
In 43 years HBSA has not only given their members leadership experience through networking with companies such as SEO and APS but also given back to the community through service projects including food drives, helping children with school projects and of course getting the hispanic demographic noticed.

Kappa Alpha Theta
Kappa Alpha Theta should be nominated for outstanding undergraduate student organization because they are not only leaders within their organization, but also on Arizona State's campus and the community. They are truly “leading women".

Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.
Their commitment to brotherhood, scholarship, and service transcends beyond what words can convey. They are always willing to be a support system for those around them, without ever asking for anything in return. They are change makers with a sense purpose, poise, and compassion for all.

Programming and Activities Board (PAB)
PAB should be named Outstanding Undergraduate Student Organization of the year because they work tirelessly throughout the year to provide some of the best events for the campus. As an organization that revolves around their community, PAB continues to grow to be an example of excellence at ASU.

Residence Hall Association (RHA)
Whether you are a freshman, junior, Engineering major, or even a barista at Starbucks, if you live on campus, RHA will unite you to all types of residents while simultaneously creating a community that you call home. RHA is an example of the simplest form of inclusivity.
Eloy Cruz
This project should be awarded the Outstanding Well Devil Project because of the consistency of the resources it offers to students about a very diverse list of topics. As an element of the ASU brand and values, the Wellness Wednesday project hones in on resources that students may be missing.

Pi Beta Phi
Pi Beta Phi’s Alcohol Awareness PSA Video demonstrates the impact of real student's perceptions of alcohol abuse. Their work demonstrates a commitment to recognizing alcohol issues their peers are effected by regularly and the importance of being aware of the issues in front of us.
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Over the past year, the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences Residential College has boosted fall to spring semester retention, developed critically engaging programming, and inspired ASU spirit among both students and professional staff. They are clearly dedicated to student success.

Ira A. Fulton Schools of Engineering Residential College
Our Community is a Home. Our Space is Brave and Safe. We Cultivate a House of Learning and Life. We challenge the Norm and Create a New. We look to the Future while Being in the Present. Our Community is Not Just Ours, it's for ALL.

Sonora Center: College of Integrative Sciences and Arts
In true Sun Devil spirit, the Sonora Center team excels as a Residential College Community by helping Exploratory students feel included and engaged at ASU. The Sonora Center staff encourages students to find and leverage their place at ASU through strong personal connections and academic success.

Taylor Place
Taylor Place is an inclusive space where students of several Residential Colleges come together to create an interdisciplinary, holistic experience for residents. Through innovative programming and community engagement the residents of Taylor Place are able to experience a comprehensive program.

W. P. Carey Residential College
Engage | Connect | Develop...W. P. Carey where business is personal. We don’t make what happens we create what needs to happen.
Andaaz
Andaaz has demonstrated remarkable persistence, hard work, and dedication towards teaching and cultivating a love for dance, and has made an active effort to remain involved in both the ASU community, as well as the local and national community, proving them to be well-rounded and cultured.

Sun Devil Quidditch
Thanks to the funding, support and publicity of Sports Clubs, ASU Quidditch has never been bigger, happier or more talented. Our community and our players have thrived from our unstoppable progress and success. We are the definition of the next big thing, all thanks to ASU Sports Clubs.

English Equestrian Team
It would be an absolute honor for the English Equestrian team to be recognized for their hard work and the wonderful image they’ve created for all Sun Devils in the equestrian world, both locally and nationally.

Sun Devil Water Ski Team
Sun Devil Water Ski has grown the team in an amazing way this year, with new members from freshman to post-graduate. Placing better at Nationals competing D1 than they have performed in previous years. This team is welcoming to any and all new members, committed to practicing and staying healthy.
942 Crew
The 942 Crew has an executive board of 50 hard-working members that strives to support Sun Devil Athletics at all of their events. As a group, our goal is to instill Sun Devil pride throughout the student population and to create a fun environment for students attending athletic events.

Omega Phi Alpha
OPA started as a group for former Girl Scouts to continue their dedication to leadership & service into college. This focus has not changed as OPA has grown into a national service sisterhood that plans community service events for mental health, international aid, university & state organizations.

Programming and Activities Board (PAB)
The Programming and Activities Board engages students at ASU West, Downtown, Tempe and Polytechnic locations and beyond through endless events that bring students, staff and the community together on a regular basis. PAB helps make memories that stick with Sun Devils for a lifetime.
Amber Deneen Gray
It is not easy to attend ASU online and feel a part of the community. As a distance learner, I have made great efforts to do so. I have achieved this feat. I've shown pride in the university through my school spirit and reflected Sun Devil Spirit in my GPA.

Bailee Wishart
Bailee's commitment to ASU and the Sun Devil community goes beyond just herself – as a student leader passionate about her campus and her community, she’s committed to ensuring that the students around her feel like they have a place in the Sun Devil family as well.

Gregory Burgin
ASU should award Gregory Burgin the Sun Devil Spirit Award to recognize his commitment to promoting ASU spirit, pride, and tradition. His dedication to the ASU Pan Asian Dance Performance Coalition over the last year has been paramount to our success in advancing social initiatives at ASU.

Patrick Carlson
Patrick truly embodies what is means to be a Sun Devil. His love and pride for ASU, the university's history and tradition, and for all he works with is inspiring. Patrick’s passion for ASU athletics and events is genuinely unmatched by others and he goes above and beyond to support ASU.

SeyedAlireza Golestaneh
I perform multiple roles such as being a graduate teaching assistant, researcher, director, and member of different organizations to ensure that students have a magnificent experience during their education here at ASU.

Tayler Blackman
There are many players in Sun Devil Intramurals that are incredible athletes but none with the spirit that Tayler has. She always shows up excited and ready to have a good time. Tayler’s attitude is infectious and and brightens the environment around her every time she walks in the room.
GREEK MAN OF THE YEAR
FINALISTS

Ryan Hess - Phi Gamma Delta
Ryan is a senior and member of Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity, more commonly known as FIJI. Ryan has served his community as the Vice President of Programming for the Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC) and helped in creating the lacrosse intramural league for IFC chapters.

Freddy Reyes - Gamma Zeta Alpha
Freddy is a senior and member of Gamma Zeta Alpha Fraternity, Inc. Freddy has been instrumental in the growth of his chapter increasing its membership tenfold. Freddy helped to coordinate Gamma Zeta Alpha’s national conference which was held at ASU and serves on his organization’s national board committee for expansions.

Tad Crother - Sigma Phi Epsilon
Tad is a junior and member of Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity. Tad has served as the president for Sigma Phi Epsilon. During his presidency Tad introduced a number of educational programs to help the chapter fulfill the fraternity mission of “building balanced men”.

Michael “Scotty” Nickerson - Sigma Phi Epsilon
Michael is a senior and member of Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity. Michael has served as the Vice President of Finance for the Interfraternity Council (IFC) and served on the Greek Leadership Village Committee. Michael has been instrumental in engaging peers and stakeholders in the Greek Leadership Village project.

David Roberts - Kappa Alpha Order
David is a senior and member of Kappa Alpha Order. David has been involved in many facets of the fraternity & sorority community including serving as President of Kappa Alpha Order, leading the Greek Leadership Village Committee, and serving as the Interfraternity Council President.

Victor Diaz - Sigma Lambda Beta
Victor is a junior and member of Sigma Lambda Beta Fraternity. Victor has held many positions within his chapter, including Vice President, social chair and secretary. Victor is passionate about promoting and fostering Greek unity amongst all governing councils.
Greek Woman of the Year
Finalists

Xena Baza - Delta Chi Lambda
Xena is a junior and member of Delta Chi Lambda Sorority, Inc. Xena has served as president for Delta Chi Lambda Sorority, Inc, the Director of Administration, and External Vice President for the Multicultural Greek Council. Xena is also a passionate member of the Asian/Asian Pacific American Students Coalition.

Kelly Torrence - Delta Gamma
Kelly is a junior and member of Delta Gamma Fraternity. Kelly serves as President of Delta Gamma and has help to inspire positive change within her chapter. She has been dedicated to promoting collaboration and unity within the Greek community.

Emma Walls - Sigma Kappa
Emma is a senior and member of Sigma Kappa Sorority. Emma has held many roles in the Greek community including serving on the Greek Leadership Village committee and serving as President of the Panhellenic Council. Emma has also played a vital role in promoting Greek unity amongst all governing councils.

Taylor Coco - Phi Sigma Rho
Taylor is a junior and member of Phi Sigma Rho Sorority. Taylor serves on the executive board for the Panhellenic Council and served as President for Phi Sigma Rho. Taylor’s efforts were paramount in encouraging over 40 S.T.E.M women to join, colonize, and charter Phi Sigma Rho.

Kelsey King - Delta Gamma
Kelsey is a senior and member of Delta Gamma Fraternity. Kelsey served as President of Delta Gamma and as a pillar of strength during a time of tragedy for the chapter. Kelsey also played a key role in encouraging members of Delta Gamma to be more involved in the Greek community.

Emily Carney - Pi Beta Phi
Emily is a junior and member of Pi Beta Phi Fraternity for Women. Emily has served on the Panhellenic Council executive board as Vice President of Internal Affairs, and is the current Panhellenic Council President. Emily has also been instrumental in the progress of the Greek Leadership Village project.
Annual Interfaith Dinner
This event brought together people from different backgrounds and of all faiths in the ASU community to find commonality in a value that we all hold close to our hearts: Gratitude. It's difficult to attend an event at ASU and expect to make genuine connections so easily, but this evening did it.

BEST LIVE PERFORMANCE

To vote for Best Live Performance visit the ASU Pitchfork Awards Facebook page after the final performance by 76th street.

Click on the “Pitchfork Awards Best Live Entertainment Poll” on the page’s timeline to cast your vote!

Andaaz

Ryan Kemmer

Aishwarya Pratap Singh

76th Street
CONNECT TO THE PITCHFORK AWARDS

EOSS.ASU.EDU/PITCHFORKAWARDS

facebook ASUPITCHFORKAWARDS

twitter PITCHFORKAWARDS

instagram PITCHFORKAWARDS

#ASU

#PITCHFORKAWARDS

INTERESTED IN VOLUNTEERING WITH THE ASU PITCHFORK AWARDS?

EMAIL PITCHFORKAWARDS@ASU.EDU